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Village Treks
Led by knowledgeable guides, Village Treks offer a captivating journey through vibrant coastal villages. Interact with friendly locals,
immerse in daily activities, and witness customs firsthand. Explore traditional markets with exotic fruits, spices, and handicrafts. Observe
skilled artisans in woodcarving and weaving. Encounter stunning landscapes from forests to coastlines, while guides share insights on
unique flora and fauna, deepening your appreciation for the environment.

House Reef Kayak
House Reef Kayak is a thrilling and immersive experience that allows guests to explore the breathtaking beauty of the underwater
world while paddling through crystal-clear waters. This activity offers an extraordinary opportunity to discover the vibrant marine life
and colorful coral formations that surround the resort.

Candlelit Beach dinner
Enjoy a private, romantic setting on a secluded beach illuminated by candlelight. Indulge in a delectable menu of local and international
flavors, accompanied by impeccable service. It's a magical and unforgettable evening of love and culinary excellence in paradise.

Dolphin Safaris
The dolphin cruise sets off as early as 7:30 am and lasts approximately 1 to 1.5 hours. During this leisurely cruise, we have the opportunity
to observe dolphins as they swim near the boat. However, please note that swimming with the dolphins is not permitted in this area. This
restriction is in place because the blue water surrounding us is their natural habitat, and they remain in the wild.

Misali Island Snorkeling Tours (Half Day)

Misali Island Snorkeling Tours (Full Day with Lunch at Misali)
This excursion primarily focuses on snorkeling or leisurely activities on Misali Island. Guests have the option to simply relax, read a book,
unwind, or swim independently at the beach if they choose not to participate in snorkeling. The half-day trip runs from 9 am to 1 pm,
while the full-day trip extends until 3 pm, including lunch provided on Misali Island.

Hair (braided)
Hair braiding activity allows guests to indulge in the beauty of intricate braided hairstyles. Whether you're seeking a simple and elegant
look or a more elaborate and creative style, the talented braiders will work their magic to transform your hair into a work of art.

Henna
Skilled local artists apply intricate designs using henna paste made from crushed leaves. As the designs dry, guests learn about the
cultural significance and symbolism behind them. The experience offers a blend of relaxation, education, and artistry in the beautiful
setting.
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marine park fee's are not included in the activity rates

**activity rates are subject to change without prior notice**
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Misali Island Marine Park - $ 10 per day 
(subject to change) 



Mangrove Kayak
Experience the exceptional beauty of a distinct mangrove river by kayaking to an extraordinary location. Guests have the opportunity to
independently kayak from the inner section of the mangrove towards the outer part. This trip offers only double kayaks and stand-up
paddleboards for exploration. Each session typically lasts between 1 to 2 hours. Please note that kayaking in the mangrove is only possible
during high tide; otherwise, we will have the unique experience of walking instead

Night Snorkeling
Night snorkeling is comparable to a night dive, except participants will engage in snorkeling around Misali during nighttime. Guests will be
equipped with underwater torchlights. The excursion departs at 6 pm and returns at 8 pm.

Flying Fox Village
Experience the captivating Flying Fox Village by visiting Makombeni village, where guests can immerse themselves in the local community,
explore spice trees, and witness the magnificent sight of a large tree adorned with Pemba flying foxes, a species of small bats. This visit
typically lasts around 1 to 2 hours.

Wakeboarding (30mins)
Added 15min for Wakeboarding
Wakeboarding sessions last for 30 minutes and include both training and riding. This activity can only be carried out during high tide. Since
it serves as a basic introduction to wakeboarding, our equipment is designed for basic riding and is not suitable for professionals or
performing advanced skills.

Tours on Pemba Island (minimum 2 guests)
City Tour (half day)
The tour typically starts in the morning, where guests are picked up from the resort and accompanied by a knowledgeable guide. The first
stop is often a visit to a nearby local village, providing a glimpse into the traditional way of life on Pemba Island. Guests have the
opportunity to interact with the friendly locals, learn about their customs and traditions, and perhaps even participate in some of their
daily activities.

Spice & Nature Tour (full day)
The adventure begins with a visit to a local spice farm, where you'll be greeted by the aromatic scents of cloves, cinnamon, nutmeg, and
other exotic spices that have made Zanzibar famous. Expert guides will introduce you to the cultivation and processing methods of these
aromatic treasures, sharing fascinating insights into their historical and culinary significance.

Ngezi Forest Tour
Led by knowledgeable local guides, the tour takes you on a guided walk through the dense foliage of Ngezi Forest, which is home to an
array of plant species, including rare and endemic varieties. As you stroll along the forest trails, you'll have the chance to observe towering
trees, colorful flowers, and intricate ferns, while learning about the ecological significance of the forest and its role in preserving the local
ecosystem.
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**All watersports activity are subject to Misali Marine park fee
and all activities are with watersport guide staff. 

FISHING 

*each trip minimum 2 pax

*30usd Surcharge for 1 pax

All Diver Courses are theory and practical

**diving rates are subject to change without prior notice**

Our fishing excursion offers two options: a half-day trip lasting approximately 4-5 hours, and a full-day trip spanning 9-10 hours, complete
with a provided lunch. Please note that the duration of the trip may vary due to weather conditions. Our primary focus is on big game
fishing, and any catches made will be brought back to our kitchen where our chef will prepare them to your liking.



diving 
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All dive durations are limited to a maximum of 60 minutes or reaching 50 bar of pressure, whichever comes first. We will conclude the dive
accordingly. All daily dive trips are conducted around Misali Island. If guests wish to explore the north/south point, an additional surcharge
will apply.
Equipment rental is available for BCDs and regulators at a rate of $10 USD per item. If guests bring their own equipment in these categories,
the rental fee will be adjusted accordingly. Fins, masks, tanks, weights, and wetsuits are provided complimentary for guests to use.

Certified Diver - Misali Island

For the diving excursion, we offer both single tank and double tank options. In the morning, we will head to Misali and promptly prepare for
diving at the designated spot. Those opting for the single tank trip will complete their first dive and then enjoy some leisure time at the beach
before returning to Fundu. On the other hand, participants in the double tank trip will have the opportunity to do two dives during the same
excursion at Misali. Between these two dives, there will be a 50-minute break at the beach, after which we will promptly return to Fundu once
the second dive is concluded. 
This dive activity exclusively takes place in the morning, with departure at 9 am and an estimated return time of 1-2 pm. 
Afternoon diving is available upon request and is dependent on weather conditions.

Night diving is restricted to advanced open water divers; however, open water divers may try a night dive if interested. Each diver will be
provided with a diving torchlight. The departure time for night diving is 6 pm, and we anticipate returning around 8.30 pm.

PADI Diving Courses

Discovery Scuba Dive (DSD):
Is a non certified diving. It is for anyone to try out scuba diving and there will be no certification awarded in this session. One session of DSD
included basic equipment briefing on how to use them (30-60mins) and then we will take you for a dive (max depth is 12m) around 45min to
60min time. All session will be done at Misali beach.

Scuba Diver / upgrade to open water:
Scuba Diver course is half of the open water course. It is designed for those who don't have enough time to complete the open water course.
The course will be awarded with Scuba Diver Certification (max depth 12m). It will take about 2 days to finish (1st day you will be in pool training
session about 2 hours on how to use the equipment in details, 2nd day will be x2 dives in Misali) - there will be no exam for this course but will
have theory quizzes)

Upgrade to open water is for those who already certified as scuba diver. The upgrade consist of x2 dives at Misali and x1 open water
examination. 

Open Water diver (max depth 18m):
It will be 3 days course consist of x1 pool session, 2 days of dives, each day is x2 dives so total is x4 dives, with one open water examination.
This course will cover all aspect of diving course on the first stage.

Advanced Open Water Course (30m): 
consist of x5 dives which included skills such as deep dive (compulsory), navigation dive (compulsory), and the other x3 dives they can choose
from night dive, drift dive, underwater photography, peak performance buoyancy. Usually this course can be done in 2-3days. there will be
no examination but only the practical exercise. 

Specialty Course - consist of two dives and can be done within 1 day. Except for nitrox dry course is only a theory since we dont have facility
to blend mix gases. 

*All courses are with PADI Ecard certification**
FISHING TRIPS CAN BE ARRANGED FOR THE EARLY MORNING STARTING 06:00 AM.

ALL FOOD, DRINKS & EQUIPMENT ARE PROVIDED.

FOR COMBAVA - 50% DEPOSIT ON CONFIRMATION, FULL PAYMENT PRIOR TO ARRIVAL.

2 RIVIERA SPORTFISHERS ARE ALSO IN THE FLEET FOR BIG GROUPS - CONTACT US FOR DETAILS.

**fishing rates are subject to change without prior notice**

Fundu Lagoon will bring towels, fruits, soda drinks, water during all activities. All
equipment will be provided from a to z complimentary except for the one mention for
diving. Any guest with eye sight problem unfortunately we only have two prescription
snorkeling goggle which we not sure about the details. However if they wear contact
lenses that shouldn't be a problem to use the non-prescription goggle that we have.


